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Abstract:
In today’s interconnected world, systems integrate with other systems into a system-of-systems (SoS) context; a  
network of interrelated systems that can often exhibit both expected and emergent behavior.  The current state-of-
the-art validation process of these system-of-systems and their community of practitioners in the academic  
community within industry is limited to static methods focused on individual system and defining who is doing what  
and where.  Current research on executable architectures introduced temporal aspects regarding when actions are  
conducted within or by the system. However, the conducted research presented in this thesis shows that this is not  
sufficient. To answer the questions of “why” and “how” a system operates within complex systems-of-systems  
interrelationships a system’s architecture and context must be observed over time.
The objective of this research is to determine a method for validating a system’s executable architecture and assess  
the contribution and efficiency of the specified system before it is built. The evaluated theory provides concrete steps  
that synthesize the observance of the executable architecture within its executable context derived from the  
operational System of Systems domain using mixed (qualitative and qualitative) research methods. The resulting  
methods combines established methods of the operational community and the modeling community – such as the  
Military Missions to Mean Framework (MMF) and the DEVS Unified Process (DUNIP) – and an innovative and  
unique way. It is shown that incorporating the context affects the validation of the system and enables observations  
that are unique to the developed method. Therefore, the thesis shows the necessity to apply the knowledge-based  
approach for validation of system-of-systems architectures.
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